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THE "T AKISM" 

T ĂBĂCILA Manuela 

Abstract. The term "takism" names an idealistic current which took birth and grew around the overwhelming personality of Take 
Ionescu. The author ofthis article underlines some basic elements ofthis current. 

The middle of the J9'h century was the age of the Romanians' recognition, of citizens rights and freedoms, the age when 
democracy was considered as the safety outlet of the social machi ne, because of ils advantage of allowing each and ali citizens to 
manifest themselves in the service of the Romanian nation, despite of their origin or social status. In this politica/ climate, Take 
Ionescu, in spite of his modest origins, represented himself a victory of the small bourgeoisie against the aristocracy that exclusively 
dominated politicallife unt il that moment, owing only to his personality 's qualities and dynamism. 

Undeniable is the faci that Take Ionescu was agreat lawyer so, due to his oratorical talent, to his ski/led speech, not only 
by his knowledge, he became one ofthe mosi powerful politica/ Romanianjigure ofthe time. Titu Maiorescu would say about Take 
Ionescu "that he is one ofthe mosi active, mosi clever, mosi pointed at representative ofthat age". 

Obviously his politica/ path wasn 't free of sinuosity. First he had aligned to the Liberal Party, then, realizing that in the 
Liberal Party his ambitions couldn't be satisjied, Take Ionescu decided in 1891 tojoin the Conservative Party. As the Minister of 
Public Instruction and Cu/ture under Lascăr Catargiu 's Cabinet, he stood out through his projects of reorganizing elementary 
schoo/ and ofreorganizing the central administra/ion ofthe ministry, underlining the importance ofthese reforms. During his stay as 
the head of the ministry a couple of important bills were passed, regarding the organiza/ion of clergymen and seminaries, the 
conserva/ion and restoration of the historical monuments, bills that, apart of their limitations, represented a step forward for the 
progress ofscience. As a member ofthe Cabinet/rom 1891 to 1895 he showed agreat interes/ and support towards the Romanians 
from Transylvania through his personal coopera/ion with the leaders ofthe movements in Transylvania- Ion Raţiu, Vasile Lucaciu, 
Iuliu Coroianu. 

But the area in which Take Ionescu 's personality .fully expressed itself was the foreign policy. His ideas regarding the 
matters of foreign policy had been known before he asserted himself as a politica! jigure. A great part of his newspaper articles 
published in 'The Romanian' was addressed to foreign policy. 

Take Ionescu was more than a conservative politician, was a prototype of the politica/ man of his time. 
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What it was known in the last two centuries as "takism" was an ideologica! current which took birth and grew 
around the overwhelming personality of Take Ionescu; that's why some basic elements of "takism" current must be 
underlined. 

In the case of Take Ionescu, politics was a powerful passion, his special vocation, the superior form of his 
personality. 

Obviously his politica! path wasn 't free of sinuosity, contradictions and errors, regarding his politica! reasons, 
the ideology of the politica! parties he belonged to, the structures and tares of the society he reeled his activity in and 
also the events he had to face. But ali these didn't deter him from such path as of sincere patriotism, of the progressive 
aspirations of his time or of the fighting to realize the ideal of Romanian nation 's unity. 

It was the age of Romanians' recognition, of citizens rights and freedoms, the age when democracy was 
considered as the safety outlet of the social machine, because of its advantage of allowing each and ali citizens to 
manifest themselves in the service ofthe Romanian nation, despite oftheir origin or social status. 

At the same time, Take Ionescu, through his personality's qualities and dynamism, represented himself a 
victory of the small bourgeoisie against the aristocracy that exclusively dominated politica! life up until the middle of 
the 191

h century. · 
Take Ionescu said in the Deputy Chambers' meeting of 201

h January 1899 that: "When I entered the politica! 
lifeI had ali the odds against me" 1

• Considering he was dealing with a college-based electoral system, when the right to 
make politics was conditioned by the wealth fare of the electors, the odds against meant lack of wealth, relations, lack 
of a sumame made known by predecessors. Sum up, he hadn 't the advantages of the mechanism that helped the rise of 
his future antagonists: P. P. Carp, Alexandru Marghiloman, Ion 1. C. Brătianu, who had the power from the beginning 
of their politica! career. 

Compared to ali those, the young lawyer was considered to be nothing more than just "Take", the son of some 
ordinary man named "Ghiţă" and of a some common woman named "Frosa" from Ploieşti city. Take had an uncommon 
intellect, oratorical talent and that kind of the energy that makes him capable to transform itself in an astounding 
politica! capital. 

No doubt that Take Ionescu was a promising figure, a fact that led to his enlisting in the Liberal Party, but 
besides that he had the ambition to be party leader, as suited to his qualities. 1. L. Caragiale sketched a relevant 
portrait: "this man posses ali the means to win and it is known that there is no greater social virtue than ambition when 
is backed by a suited talent instilled with love for the public good"2

. 

1 Deputies Assembly debates, ordinary session 1908-1909, no meeting. 14 of 18 Apri1 1908. 
2 1. L. Caragiale, Opere, voi. III, Minerva Publishing House, Bucharest, 1971, p. 856. 
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There are qualities in people that impose, that are above any dispute even from adversaries3
. After Take 

Ionescu had finished his studies in Paris and returned home, he was considered one of the greatest personalities of his 
generation, due to his oratorical talent observed during the Conferences held at the Atheneum in Bucharest or admired 
in his pleadings held as a lawyer for Ilfov's County Bar. Undeniable is the fact that Take Ionescu was agreat lawyer, 
but the lawyer is, in general, a person that makes white out of black and black out of white and wins due to his skilled 
speech. That is why the main power of a politica! figure does not reside in knowledge and character, but in the gift of 
speaking with masterful words to those listening. To this purpose Andrei Popovici will name Take Ionescu "our Pitt-ti
tel", comparing him to William Pitt 

Ti tu Maiorescu had to say about Take Ionescu "that he is one of the most active, most clever, most pointed at 
representative ofthat age"4

. 

After his first speech uttered on 4th December 1884 in the Deputies Chamber, as a liberal representative of 
Craiova city in the 3'd college of Chamber, Mihail Kogălniceanu, noticing his solutions for the revisal of the 
Constitution given in the de bate on the named issue, said: "I saw a young representative of the nation walking up on this 
podium and giving a speech with the utmost talent, seeking solutions to a sea of problems which nobody had been able 
to solve before, but these problems were solved by him today"5

. 

Adversaries were afraid of him, but they devoured his eloquence, and not just the talent with which he 
sustained a cause, but also the truth and justice of that cause. 

These orator, named "Tăchiţă golden mouthed" and "the jewel" of the Romanian Parliament by the well
known pamphleteer Gheorghe Panu, was to make a good impression also as a lawyer coming from Paris with new 
methods and introducing a new manner of exhibiting facts in the judicial matters of the law - had to say the lawyer 
Constantin Disescu in 1922. 

In each politician it has to exist at least three people, or otherwise said, each politician must have three 
qualities: one of a cogitator who deduces the essence of ideas from the details of the facts, and so forms a politica! 
thinking suited to his time; one of an artist who lends his ears to the masses, so that he could lis ten to and understand the 
soul ofhis nation; and finally, one of a man ofaction to fight for achieving his goals. 

From Take Ionescu's allocutions one can take out brilliant ideas and conceptions superior to those of his 
generation, which detine the coordinates of an exceptional politica! thinking manifested along his entire politica! career. 

After 7 years of opposition, Take Ionescu decided in 1891 to join the Conservative Party. His adherence was 
regarded as a good acquisition by the Conservatives, which was, in fact, praise to the value of the young Minister Take 
Ionescu. Later intime, he would show his reasons that made him change the Party, in an answer given to liberal Nicolae 
Fleva's intervention: "I found a politica! group to which I felt a sympathy growing after two years of mutual 
opposition"6

. With or without the sympathy Take Ionescu would cut his way in the Conservative Party, realizing that in 
the Liberal Party his ambitions couldn't be satisfied. Certainly, in the big Conservative ministry under the leadership of 
Lascăr Catargiu, where eloquence was represented by P. P. Carp, Alexandru Lahovary and Alexandru Marghiloman, 
Take Ionescu was the governamental orator. 

As a Minister of Public Instruction and Cu !ture he stood out through his projects of reorganizing elementary 
school and of reorganizing the central administration of the ministry, underlining the importance of reforms. During his 
stay as the head of the ministry a couple of important bills were passed, regarding the organization of clergymen and 
seminaries, the conservation and restoration of the historical monuments, bills that, apart of their limitations, 
represented a step forward for the progress of science 7. 

As a member of the Cabinet from 1891 to 1895 he showed a great interest and support towards the Romanians 
from Transylvania through his personal cooperation with the leaders ofthe movements in this region- Ion Raţiu, Vasile 
Lucaciu, Iuliu Coroianu - and also through the subsidies sistematically awarded to the transylvanian cultural institutions 
and newspapers, money interceded through his personal agents and secretaries or the St. Nicholas Church in Braşov8 . 

Take Ionescu was the only one in the Catargiu Cabinet who was against the official position, defending the 
Romanians opposite the Memorandum movement. 

Titu Maiorescu would say that: "his medley in the transylvanian affair showed a decided militant patriotism"9
• 

In 1905, on the same politica! line, he managed to obtain from the sultan Abdul Hamid, through a personal 
intervention, a "iradea" 10 that allowed Romanians from the Balkan Peninsula to organize churches and schools in their 
own language. 

With the same seriosity he proposed a programme to end the financial crisis. During the junimistic government 
from the 7th July 1900 to 13th February 1901 he endorses the financial project ofP. P. Carp, also suggesting monopoly 
over candles and the leasing of the unallotted acres to the churches without parishes. At that time, after Take Ionescu 

3 Ibidem, p. 858. 
4 Romanian Academy Library, serv. Manuscripts, Titu, diaries, msse. 2332, Joumal 18, p. 23. 
5 Deputies Assembly debates, ordinary session 1884-1885, no meeting. 4 December 64. 
6 Tache lonescu's speechesfrom January 20 to June 22 1908, Socec Publishing House, 1908, p. 8. 
7 1. Bulei, The Politica! System ofthe Modern Romania- The Conservative Party, The Publishing House Politic, Bucharest., p. 187. 
8 Ibidem, p. 193. 
9 Titu Maiorescu, Contemporary history of Romania, Bucharest, p. 212. 
10 "Iradea" means a decree issued by the Sultan. 
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suggested the transfer of elementary school expenses to the villages and a reform of the retirement law, it was created 
the impression that P. P. Carp brought nothing new to justify his replacing Take Ionescu. 

This is how Take Ionescu criticized the Junimists: "two things I had done in this Ministry, I had created the 
clergymen law, it was needed an expense, and I had found a little resource that was destined to develop along with the 
growing expenses". 

For Take Ionescu it was impossible to be a partisan of industrialization in Romania and not be, at the same 
time, the partisan of foreign capital- "otherwise national work cannot progress and we are not to fear the objection that 
an enriched foreign capital willleave because capitals can leave, but their works remain" 11

• 

But the area in which Take Ionescu's personality fully expressed itself was the foreign policy. His ideas 
regarding the matters of foreign policy had been known before he asserted himself as a politica! figure. A great part of 
his newspaper articles published in "The Romanian" were addressed to foreign policy. 

In an article from 31 st December 1890 he declared against secret diplomacy: "A li ve and healthy nation must 
always have a perfectly clear conscience regarding its position in the concert of nations, for only this way it can come 
out unhurt from the big nations" clash' 12

. 

During his stint in the government of conservative collaboration Titu Maiorescu - Take Ionescu, which 
coincided with the start of the wars (26th September 1912), he would insist on abiding by neutrality. The perspectives 
of overthrowing the ba lance of the South-Danubian territories would ha ve jeopardized Romania's integrity. 

After Bulgaria's defeat, at the Congress presided by Titu Maiorescu, Take Ionescu was the second delegate of 
the six. E. Venizelos, valuing the qualities and charm of his personality, had to become one of his closest friends and 
would ask him to mediate the Greek- Turkish conflict. 

Talking about the londonian conference, Take Ionescu wrote to Titu Maiorescu: "In its report Pasic withdraw 
applications made in November in London, like those in the Romanian villages, communes to the Romanian language 
... in any case we must not retreat anything I asked" 13

• 

His activity and ofTitu Maiorescu in the context ofthe Second Balkan War, was highly esteemed by the King 
Charles 1. Following an audience with the King, Take Ionescu has to understand that "The king is deeply convinced that 
Romania has not made any mistake in the politicalleadership'"4

. 

With the outbreak ofthe World War I begins for Take Ionescu a most prolific period ofhis politica! activities, 
who by contributing to the achievement of politica! unity was to set the name into the great Romanians' gallery and also 
among the most representative statesmen of the European countries. The national issue is his only politica! action in 
which has acted "truly convinced" 15

• 

It was suspected by his contemporaries that he fought for the national ideal merely to "have as a presidential 
portfolio, but he was driven over throughout his career only a sincere patriotism for the cause ofthe Romanians". 

What he saw into the Conservative Party- "an association offree people in the service of an ideal". 
The Conservative Party sought to impart an adequate democratic character of his accession. His position since 

1901, becomes the prevailing party, in the meetings' campaigns he carne with breakdowns of its requirements: "The 
Conservative Party must respond to alllines can meet ali the aspirations and beliefs'. Conservatives had every interest 
in a young and very energetic element to revivify the party's activity. Executive Committee of the party seeks to use as 
many leaders and not leave them a free hand in too many places of Take Ionescu. This will not prevent personal to 
recruit supporters many times under obligation and simply draw on its side the press. Certainly some of his supporters 
will be attached honest, fascinated by his personality. He attracts some campaigns against the Junimists in 1900. So did 
the meeting with Constantine Disescu in a debate into the Senate of 18 June 1899, flattering the objectivity of his 
policy "while being part of the Constitutional Club, however, whenever you ask the constitutional politics had a 
different attitude than the right, he has worked with conservatives'" 6

. After severa! years, C. Disescu has to say that 'our 
party isn't a group ofpeople, because thus would bea community. This party is a group ofideas and feeling 17

. It was a 
sign that the Conservative Party had already assembled a group of supporters around Take Ionescu. P. P. Negulescu, 
!ater became the supporter of Take Ionescu, wrote to Titu Maiorescu in April 1900 that does not understand the 
idea "that in style like to introduce Mr. Finance Minister, which in policy must be passion and feeling". 

Stopped on his way to the party leadership by the almighty Cantacuzino family and the obstinacy of P. P. Carp, 
Take Ionescu will establish a third party, "a social democratic party conservation in its composition'" 8

, where the road 
to leadership is not conditioned by the wealth or name. 

The emergence of the new party was an outstanding success and it is understood that the new party was a 
remarkable personality, at which is added the need of the public opinion of something new. Therefore the programme of 
the Democratic-Conservative Party suits the situation. 

11 Apostol Stan, Politica/ power and democracy in Romania, 1859-1918, Albatros Publishing House, Bucharest, 1995, p. 264. 
12 "Românul", no. 314 of31 December 1890. 
13 Romanian Acadcmy Library, serv.manuscrise, Take mai! fund Ionescu- T. Maiorescu f. 34 (3) XII. 
14 1. Bulei, op.cit., p. 31 O. 
15 Ibidem, p. 315. 
16 Senate debate, meeting of 18 June 1899, p. 564. 
17 "Opinion", year V, no. 340 of January 18, 1908. 
18 "Opinion", year V, no. 344, of January 22, 1908. 
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Take Ionescu was more than a conservative politician, was a prototype of the politica! man of his time. A few 
years !ater, the former Minister of Austria to Bucharest was trying to entice Ionescu, like others, towards viennese 
politics for some strange diplomatic combinations. Once Jet him spoke without interrupting him, he had to say: 
"Marquis, you lived in Bucharest and you know us well. I know that we are pleasure-livings', we like books, women 
and luxury and easy living, but if we are filled with so many bad qualities, we have though a quality that you didn't 
mattered: we are not fools". 

It was the most popular man in the Old Kingdom, as was stated at the time, maintained links with 
correspondents accredited and has taken the most numerous trips abroad'. The qualities of a sta teman bound by a treaty 
of alliance with the Central Powers did not prevent him to seek contacts and friendships with the Entente camp. 

Constantine Bacalbaşa wrote about Take Ionescu that he "passed as a man with many links in English politics, 
was the most appropriate to obtain the English govemment concessions, because the Romania's claims has to be taken 
into account at the londonian Conference" 19

• 

His foreign connections were invaluable, said in his memoirs Nicolae Iorga. Thanks to Take Ionescu were 
made concessions which otherwise would have been obtained. 

Take Ionescu, characterized by Constantin Xeni, his biographer, was "the conquering of physical and funny, 
with the sincerity of his way to be, with a reputation for spiritual goodness as rare in politics, inspiring confidence in 
those who surrounded him"20

. Was of a spiritual kindness which cannot resist to any insistent entreaty, wrote Sextil 
Puşcariu. 

His outstanding personality contributed to the successes achieved by the Democratic-Conservative Party, but 
he could not explain the "takist miracle", as the press has called this trend. 

Take Ionescu's democracy has been questioned because one of the conditions of democratic politics is to be 
progressive or the conservative idea cannot be linked to the progress. 

The "takism" consisted of organizing a politica! party of friends. To organize a limited number of politicians 
from the politica! life of the Old Kingdom has meant a breakthrough in our politica! life. With the introduction of 
universal suffrage, it was natural that "takism" disappear, and what remained was sentimentality among those who 
knew Take Ionescu. 

After his death, the process of disintegration of "takism" accelerated. 
Constantin Rădulescu-Motru had to publish an article in the newspaper "Steagul", significant for what meant 

the "takism". "The takism, thought without hatred and without partiality, as raising the feeling offriendship to the status 
of state principles. Take Ionescu did not intend to do politics only with friends". 

An objective characterization of Take Ionescu's personality, after a thorough study of his politica! life, is that 
of Anastasie Iordache, which concludes that Take Ionescu was an 'incorrigible idealist, serving under the incorrigible 
idealism, a retrograde idea, anachronistic, that idea was shattered by peasants of 1907 and then collapsed for good in 
1921, when peasants received properties after the W orld War I, which will lead to the disappearance of the Romanian 
politica! stage ofthe Conservative Party. 

The World War I was the one who put the value of his personality in ali respects. He served with devotion and 
not infrequently, the Romanians issue outside the boundaries of the Old Kingdom, establishing for this purpose the 
National Council of the Romanian Unity, who was bom in Paris. We cannot forget him when the major event of the 
Romanian Union in 1918, when he was with other Romanian politica! leaders at the forefront of the leading unionist 
movement abroad, as long propaganda actions in the previous years. 

19 Constantin Bacalbaşa, Bucharest ofyore, voi. IV, Universe Publishing House, Bucharest, p. 452. 
2° Constantin Xeni, Take Ionescu (1858-1922), Bucharest, 1931-1932, p. 87. 
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